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Abstract:
This presentation first describes the basics of power dissipation in CMOS VLSI circuits. It goes on to highlight the difference between power dissipation in function mode and power dissipation in test mode, and lists the reasons why test power often become much higher than functional power for low-power VLSI circuits. This presentation then describes the widely used clocking scheme for at-speed scan testing, namely launch-on-capture (LOC), and shows the different characteristics of shift power and capture power in LOC-based at-speed scan testing. Based on that, a general low-power testing strategy is outlined, featuring the use of design-for-test (DFT) for reducing shift power and the use of test data manipulation for reducing capture power. This presentation then shows a few examples of state-of-the-art low-power test techniques for reducing shift and capture power. Finally, this presentation discusses future trends in the research and development of more advanced and sophisticated low-power test solutions for future low-power VLSI circuits.
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